APPENDIX

TEST

From these sentences determine whether they use Present Participles or Gerunds! (Pay attention to the function of the words added with the suffix –ing that you find in each sentence)

If you chose:

- Present Participle cross “PP“
- Gerund cross “G”

Example:

1. She denies stealing the money. (PP;G)
   (From the sentence above we know that the sentence use Gerund so you cross G)

Number 1-42:

1. Having finished all her home works, she sat down to watch television.(PP;G)
2. After showing his pass card, he was allowed to enter the building. (PP;G)
3. When we got home last night we saw a man trying to get on our roof. (PP;G)
4. I do not know who the standing man over there. (PP;G)
5. Obeying the rules is wise. (PP;G)
6. Sweeping the floor, he slips away. (PP;G)
7. He mentioned meeting the governor at the reception. (PP;G)
8. The walking man is my uncle. (PP;G)
9. If a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing well. (PP;G)
10. Having worked hard all his life, he decided to take a long vacation. (PP;G)
11. She left me without saying any words. (PP;G)
12. Her loud voice disturbs the sleeping baby. (PP;G)
13. We considered selling our old car and buy a new one. (PP;G)
14. She smelt something burning and saw smoke rising. (PP;G)
15. He decides to continue her studying in America because the system of education there is far better. (PP;G)
16. He found his student reading in the library. (PP;G)
17. Doing all these chemistry home works needs concentrate. ( PP ; G )
18. We are making some cakes. ( PP ; G )
19. No smoking, in this area. ( PP ; G )
20. The police caught the young boy stealing a car. ( PP ; G )
21. He denied having been told to service engine before take-off. ( PP ; G )
22. No parking, for the staff only. ( PP ; G )
23. Entering the classroom he gave a lecture. ( PP ; G )
24. Student arriving late will not be permitted to enter the class. ( PP ; G )
25. He spent a lot of money modernizing the house. ( PP ; G )
26. It is no use crying over spilt milk. ( PP ; G )
27. She went out, slamming the door. ( PP ; G )
28. She is really grateful for his giving to her. ( PP ; G )
29. I have been thinking it over. ( PP ; G )
30. I am sorry for breaking your heart. ( PP ; G )
31. He gave an inspiring speech at the speech contest in his school. ( PP; G )
32. He had his wife’s portrait hanging in his office. ( P ; G )
33. No overtaking, drive your car slowly. ( PP ; G )
34. Didn’t you hear the bell ringing? ( PP ; G )
35. My parents are happy about my winning in the first prize in essay contest. ( PP ; G )
36. We have been living in England for ten years. ( PP ; G )
37. I need drawing book to draw the sketch. ( PP ; G )
38. The day being dark, we canceled to go hiking. ( PP ; G )
39. I will not have him cleaning the room. ( PP ; G )
40. It is no good breaching the rules. ( PP ; G )
41. She had me painting the wall. ( PP ; G )
42. Having a glass of milk every day makes us health. ( PP ; G )